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1. Introduction (style: Main heading 1, 12pt, Bold)

Papers should be written in Microsoft Word.

Page setup:
- size: (170 x 240 mm);
- text style: Basic text;
- font: Times New Roman CE - 10 point, Normal;
- text should be justified, paragraph openings of 8 mm;
- margins: mirror, internal margin – 22 mm, outer margin – 18 mm, top – 21 mm, bottom – 17 mm.

Paper header format:
- paper title; (style: Title, 14pt, Bold)
- authors’ names; (style: Name, 11pt, Bold)
- affiliation; (style: Affiliation, 9pt, Italic)
- abstract; (style: Basic text, 10 pt, Normal)
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- the text of the paper with the first chapter constitutes the introduction. (style: Basic text, 10 pt, Normal)

1.1. Chapter title (style: Secondary heading; 11pt, Bold)

Mathematical formulae should be typed in mathematical style, in particular:
- mathematical symbols (for example: sin, ln) - 10 pt Normal;
- variables - 10 pt Italic;
- variable subscripts and superscripts (for example: \(ij\) in \(\sigma_{ij}\)) - 7 pt italic;
- variable and constant secondary indexes (subscripts and superscripts) - 6 pt italic;
- vectors and matrices - 10 pt normal, bold.
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Illustrations (max 5 photos, black-white), figures should be included in the text near to where they are first referred with the caption: Fig., number and title.
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